Want to learn some new magic? Want to buy some new magic? Victor Cohn, a long time member and good friend to Ring
96 has left his magic collection for us to sell. The money brought in from these sales will be split in half between Ring 96
and a kids Summer Camp that Victor liked to support. The share that Ring 96 keeps will help offset our monetary reserve
which is dwindling since we are not taking in the cash flow from the raffle that we usually do. So, anything you purchase
here will help support your club.
To make a purchase, e-mail Ring Secretary Cliff Gerstman at cliffg37@verizon.net The “winner” of the item will be either
the first one to make the request or, if you really love Ring 96, the highest bidder.
Most if not all of these items, and those to be posted in the future, are too big, or too heavy or too expensive to mail, so we
will have to meet either at my house in Long Beach, or at an agreed upon location. I will be wearing a mask, please do the
same.
Payment options: Prefer checks made out to “Ring 96.” If that does not work for you, we can talk.

From Gary Ouellette, a self working trick
using a
proton
deck and
based on a
Paul Curry
principle.

This antique looking canister has a diabolical
secret to it. You can change one load to another
with no one the wiser as to how. A very clever
and cunning little trick.

Performed as a packet trick with the theme of a vision
test, a four of a kind is shown. The spectator is asked
which
card was face
down,
they say,
none.
The cards
are
shown and
the
Heart is face
down.
One at a
time the
remaining cards turn face down
(showing a red back). Then all the cards
are face up again. To test their color vision,
they are asked to name the back color of
the cards (red). All the backs are seen to
have blue backs. To test their vision

The performer calls one volunteer to the stage. He and the
audience are shown two decks of cards. The performer
concentrates on one deck of cards, removing one card from the
deck, claiming this card is predicting what card will be chosen
from another deck. He shows the prediction card to the
audience, who see the card is black. The performer brings out
the other deck; the one the volunteer chooses from. The
performer shows this deck to the audience only, who see that
this deck is an entire deck of cards that match the prediction
card! The volunteer is asked to say, "stop" while the performer
removes one card at a time from the top of the deck and places
it on the bottom, showing each card to the audience as he does
so. The chosen card is slipped into the volunteer's hand, and he
names his chosen card. To the performer's dismay, the chosen
card does not match the black prediction card, or any of the
cards in the forcing deck. The performer studies the
chosen card, baffled. However, when he picks up the
prediction card, the audience finds that the prediction
card has changed, and now is the same as the
volunteer's chosen card!

This is a regular looking padlock, but
gimmicked in an ingenious manner, along
with several keys. Any of these keys can be
made to open or not open the lock. It does
not matter whether the performer or a
spectator tries to open the lock, it will open
or not open when handled as described.
Inspired by Anneman's
"Seven Keys to Baldpate",
this is a completely
mechanical version.

This baby sized chop cup certainly seems to
react to a
magnet.
The ball
does
not. The
balls
seems like it would not
fit in the cup, but it
does. The cup is about
two-inches tall. Comes
with a drawstring

Three toy plastic wands and one break
into pieces gag wand.

I did not count how many there are,
but it is a lot. Perfect for board games
and dice
routines

Superb mentalism effect, out of print and hard to find.
Spectator opens a crossword puzzle book to any page,
finds a word in a crossword and you reveal the word
letter by letter. A fooler!
Second effect: Spectator names
any page number, any clue
number and you know the
answer without opening the
book.
No memory work or assistants
required. Great for the
performing magician. A gem.

This is an amusing and mystifying card
revelation founded on interactive
behavioral pseudo-psychobabble (that’s
the best kind).

A glass full of milk is poured into another
glass. But the glass is seen full. Magician
asks a boy to suck his thumb. The milk in
the glass found diminishing as he sucks. A
comedy item.!

The paddle move is still a winner and a
crowd pleaser. In this case we have a
bird
cage!

Comes
apart for
easy
cleaning.

Four lovely pins in a
convenient
carrying case.
Perfect for
those who
know the
effect an those who
want to learn it. Note:
you will have to find

Spare sets for your shell game.

Four high quality plastic turtle shells. Just what every shell
game con man needs. Fully examinable.

Lots of
possibilities for
what do use this
hollow wand for.

Want to take a gamble? This master lock comes with six
keys. Is it gimmicked? I don’t know. Four of the keys
seem to open the lock and two do not. I have no idea if this
is the common
lock trick loved
by mentalists,
or if it is a
padlock with
some extra
keys. For $10…
Take your
chances.

A cute and simple
color change routine.
Great for stand up
shows.

Effect: Used as a carrying case, wooden box holds full
deck of bicycle poker size cards. One to five cards can
be vanished, produced or changed. Card in wallet
routine can be performed with no palming. Many
possibilities for this unique
box which uses a clever
principle and does not
look gimmicked.
Credit card can be
changed to real bills.
Coins can be vanished,

This time honored
gag works well in
close up
situations. Would
be extra special
worked into a
routine with some
other props.

This metal deck holder will your cards
safe and clean. Comes with a brand new
deck.

The classic in kid’s magic, just perfect to
work into a coin routine!

